






 

How the Violet Flame Can Raise the Energies of  
Your Thoughts, Feelings and Body 

 
You can benefit from the violet flame as you allow it to vibrate through you to raise the 

energies of your thoughts, feelings and emotions, your physical body and painful memories. It 

happens as you use the Science of Spoken Word through your vocal chords to release the high 

frequency energies of the Violet Flame into YOUR life and world and the planet as a whole. 

Sound and the Spoken Word initiates the FLOW OF ELECTRONS through you. 

When you speak a Violet Flame Mantra/Formula such as Saint Germain’s 

Mantra—I AM a Being of Violet Fire, I AM the Purity God Desires —it initiates the flow 

of electrons through your entire four bodies: physical, emotional, mental and memory bodies  

at the speed of the vibration frequencies of the violet flame color spectrum, which is as stated 

above 750 trillion cycles per second!!! That why and how the Violet Flame transmutes and 

dissolves lower energies and gives a feeling of freedom—it is therefore called the Violet 

Transmuting Flame of Freedom.  

 

Why Gold is So Attractive: It carries very High Vibrations 
 

The scientific reason why the violet flame is called the philosopher's stone sought by 

ancient alchemists is because it very high frequencies release energies that changes the 

molecular structure of base metals (low frequencies) into gold (highest frequency of all 

metals). People are naturally attracted to gold because with its 79 electrons (silver has 48 

electrons), gold has the highest capacity to carry/conduct/store light and energy.  Kings and 

priests wore "royal purple robes" knowing that the energies released by the violet/purple colors 

would deflect/consume negative energies. 

 

The Violet Flame, the Flame of Freedom of the Age of Aquarius:  
Highest Vibrations equal Freedom 

 

The Violet Flame is the Flame of Freedom because, again, it carries the highest 

vibratory rate of Light and energy of the visible spectrum of Light. For the same reason, it 

is the flame of the Age of Aquarius, the age of Freedom, Love (highest frequency), technology, 



sharing liberating information through the mass media like the internet and building 

communities while valuing individual freedom.  

 

The Energy and Force of the Violet Flame: a Wave of Light,  
Freedom and Love, with the Power of a Beneficial Tsunami  

 

Imagine yourself standing on a beach, with your feet in water and watching incoming 

waves. The waves arrive at a certain rate every 5, 10… seconds, etc. . This rate is called 

frequency, abbreviated as “f” in the formula below. Each wave also has a height, and hits you at 

your ankle, knee, torso, etc. The height is called the amplitude of the wave, abbreviated as “A”.   

The wave is also composed of a certain quantity or mass of water abbreviated as “m”.  The 

waves hitting you carry a certain amount of force /energy depending on how fast they are 

moving and how often (frequency) the waves are hitting you, their height (amplitude) and the 

quantity/amount of water (mass).   A tsunami for instance is made of  waves of large quantities 

(m) of water, very high waves (amplitude), moving at a fast speed and frequency (f).  

The mathematical formula showing the amount of Energy (E) in a wave moving with a 

Frequency “f” and   Amplitude (A) with mass of (m) is: 

  E=2π2m f2A2 

You will note that both the frequency and the amplitude of a moving wave are squared 

and then multiplied by each other in the formula and then multiplied by the mass “m”. 

The formula above applies to light/electromagnetic waves as well. 

 



Now let us imagine the sea as a Violet Flame sea, with waves of liquid Violet Flame 

moving and flowing through you and flooding your entire nervous system, body, mind, 

emotions, and planet Earth.  Let us consider only one factor, the frequency of motion of the 

violet light in the above formula. As indicated in the previous sections, the violet light vibrates 

at the frequency of 750 trillion cycles per second. The square of this frequency is 750 trillion 

times 750 trillion= 562,500 trillion trillion, or 5.625x1032 !! This is 5.625, followed by 32 zeros 

as just one factor in the formula! These are extremely high numbers, representing the flow of 

vast quantities of energy released by the Violet Flame and Light.  

 As you recite or sing Violet Flame mantras with feeling and intent, the energy of the 

light released and moving through you is very high. This extremely fast moving force 

transmutes negative energies, raises your vibrations and gives you an increasing sense of 

freedom.  The feeling and intensity you put into the spoken word and Violet Flame mantras and 

songs acts as an amplifier and further multiplies the energy released. As the amplitude of the 

wave increases and is squared according to the formula above, it acts as an amplifier and 

delivers more energy.  

That is why a relatively small number of people working together in harmony and using 

high frequency energies like the Violet Flame can be a catalyst to promote positive change in 

themselves, the environment, and the world. 

That is also why the Violet Flame is the Flame of Freedom: It vibrates at the highest 

frequencies and is therefore the Most Powerful Force in the Universe. Let it flow through you 

and the planet as a wave of Light, Freedom and Love as you recite at least Saint Germain’s 

Violet Flame mantra: I AM a Being of Violet Fire, I AM the Purity God desires. And then move 

on to other Violet Flame mantras and songs.   

 

 

See the photos and videos on this Facebook page and the Saint 
Germain’s Violet Flame Solution YouTube Channel for more detailed 
information on the Violet Flame, Saint Germain and examples of Violet 
Flame formulas you can experiment with and put into practice in YOUR 
life the marriage of science and practical spirituality today! 
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